
The Semantics and Proof Theory ofLinear LogicArnon AvronDepartment of Computer ScienceSchool of Mathematical SciencesTel-Aviv UniversityTel-AvivIsraelAbstractLinear logic is a new logic which was recently developed by Girardin order to provide a logical basis for the study of parallelism. It isdescribed and investigated in [Gi]. Girard's presentation of his logic isnot so standard. In this paper we shall provide more standard proofsystems and semantics. We shall also extend part of Girard's resultsby investigating the consequence relations associated with Linear Logicand by proving corresponding strong completeness theorems. Finally,we shall investigate the relation between Linear Logic and previouslyknown systems, especially Relevance logics.1 IntroductionLinear logic is a new logic which was recently developed by Girard in orderto provide a logical basis for the study of parallelism. It is described andinvestigated in [Gi]. As we shall see, it has strong connections with RelevanceLogics. However, the terminology and notation used by Girard completelydi�ers from that used in the relevance logic literature. In the present paperwe shall use the terminology and notations of the latter. The main reasonfor this choice is that this terminology has already been in use for manyyears and is well established in books and papers. Another reason is thatthe symbols used in the relevantists work are more convenient from the pointof view of typing.The following table can be used for translations between these two sys-1



tems of names and notations:Girard Relevance logicMultiplicative Intensional; RelevantAdditive ExtensionalExponential ModalWith (&) And (^)Plus (�) Or (_)Entailment ( ) Entailment (!)Par ( ) Plus (+)Times (
) Cotenability (�)1;? t; f!; ? 2;32 Proof theory2.1 Gentzen systems and consequence relationsThe proof-theoretical study of linear logic in [Gi] concentrates on a Gentzen-type presentation and on the notion of a Proof-net which is directly derivablefrom it. This Gentzen-type formulation is obtained from the system forclassical logic by deleting the structural rules of contraction and weakening.However, there are many versions in the literature of the Gentzen rules forthe conjunction and disjunction. In the presence of the structural rules allthese versions are equivalent. When one of them is omitted they are not.Accordingly, two kinds of these connectives are available in Linear Logic (aswell as in Relevance Logic):� The intensional ones (+ and �), which can be characterized as follows:� ` �; A; B i� � ` �; A+ B�; A; B ` � i� �; A �B ` �� The extensional ones (_ and ^), which can be characterized as follows:� ` �; A^ B i� � ` �; A and � ` �; BA _B;� ` � i� A;� ` � and B;� ` �In [Av2] we show how the standard Gentzen-type rules for these connectivesare easily derivable from this characterization. We characterize there therules for the intensional connectives as pure (no side-conditions) and thosefor the extensional ones as impure. 1 The same rules, essentially, were usedalso by Girard. He preferred, however, to use a variant in which only one-sidesequents are employed, and in which the negation connective can directlybe applied only to atomic formulas (the negation of other formulas beingde�ned by De-Morgan rules, including double-negation).2 This is convenient1As explained in [Av2], this distinction is crucial from the implementation point ofview. It explains, e.g. why Girard has found the intensionals (or multiplicatives) mucheasier to handle than the extensionals (additives).2This variant is used also in [Sw] for the classical system.2



for introducing the proof-nets that he has invented as an economical toolfor developing Gentzen-type proofs in which only the active formulas in anapplication of a rule are displayed. For the purposes of the present paper itis better however to use the more usual presentation.Girard noted in [Gi] that he had given absolutely no meaning to theconcept of a \linear logical theory" (or any kind of an associated conse-quence relation). Hence the completeness theorem he gave in his paper isof the weak kind. It is one of our main goals here to remedy this. For thiswe can employ two methods that are traditionally used for associating aconsequence relation with a Gentzen-type formalism. In classical and intu-itionistic logics the two methods de�ne the same consequence relation. InLinear Logic they give rise to two di�erent ones:The internal consequence relation (`LLKl ) : A1; : : : ; An `LLKl B i� thecorresponding sequent is derivable in the linear Gentzen-type formalism.3The external consequence relation (`LL) : A1; : : : ; An `LL B i� thesequent ) B 4 is derivable in the Gentzen-type system which is ob-tained from the linear one by the addition of ) A1; : : : ;) An asaxioms (and taking cut as a primitive rule).It can easily be seen that these two consequence relations can be char-acterized also as follows:� A1; : : : ; An `LLKl B i� A1 ! (A2 ! (� � �(An ! B) : : :)) is a theoremof Linear Logic.� A1; : : : ; An `LL B i� � `LLKl B, for some (possibly empty) multiset� of formulas each element of which is:Intensional (multiplicative) fragment: identical to one of theAi's.The full propositional fragment: identical to A1^A2^� � �^An^t.In what follows we shall use both consequence relations. We start bydeveloping a natural deduction presentation for the �rst and a Hilbert-typepresentation for the second.2.2 Natural deduction for Linear LogicPrawitz-style rules: [A]� B B� A �� AA3Since linear logic has the internal disjunction +, it su�ces to consider only single-conclusioned consequence relations.4We use) as the formal symbol which separates the two sides of a sequent in a Gentzentype calculus and ` to denote (abstract) consequence relations.3



[A]BA! B A A! BBA BA �B [A;B]A �B CCt A tAA BA ^B (�) A ^ BA A ^BBAA _B BA _ B [A] [B]A _B C CC (��)Most of the above rules look almost the same as those for classical logic.The di�erence is due to the interpretation of what is written. For Linearlogic we have:1. We take the assumptions as coming in multisets. Accordingly, exactlyone occurrence of a formula occurring inside [ ] is discharged in ap-plications of � Int, ! Int, �Elim and _Elim. The consequences ofthese rules may still depend on other occurrences of the dischargedformula!2. Discharging the formulas in [ ] is not optional but compulsory. More-over: the discharged occurrences should actually be used in derivingthe corresponding premiss. (In texts of relevance logics it is custom-ary to use \relevance indices" to keep track of the (occurrences of)formulas that are really used for deriving each item in a proof.)3. For ^Int we have the side condition that A and B should depend onexactly the same multi-set of assumptions (condition (*)). Moreover,the shared hypothesis are considered as appearing once, although theyseem to occur twice.4. For _Elimwe have the side condition that apart from the discharged Aand B the two C`s should depend on the same multiset of assumptions((**)). Again, the shared hypothesis are considered as appearing once.5. The elimination rule for tmight look strange for one who is accustomedto usual N.D. systems. One should then realize that the premiss A andthe conclusion A might di�er in the multiset of assumptions on whichthey depend!Notes: 4



1. Again we see that the rules for the extensional connectives are impure,while those for the intensional ones are pure (no side-conditions!)2. the rule for � Int is di�erent from the classical (or intuitionistic) one,since no occurrence of A on which B depends is discharged. In factwe have that the dual: [A]� B B� Ais derivable, but the classical version[A] [A]� B B� Ais not valid!3. It is not di�cult to prove a normalization theorem for the positive frag-ment of this system. As usual, this is more problematic when negationis included. This case might be handled by adding the above derivedintroduction rule as primitive and then replacing the given eliminationrule with the two rules which are obtained from the introduction rulesby interchanging the roles of A and � A.It is easier to see what`s going on if the N.D. system is formulated insequential form: A ` A�1; A `� B �2 ` B�1;�2 `� A � `�� A� ` A�1 ` A �2 ` B�1;�2 ` A �B �1 ` A �B �2; A; B ` C�1;�2 ` C�; A ` B� ` A! B �1 ` A �2 ` A! B�1;�2 ` B� ` A � ` B� ` A ^B � ` A ^B� ` A � ` A ^B� ` B� ` A� ` A _B � ` B� ` A _ B A;� ` C B;� ` C � ` A _B�;� ` C` t �1 ` A �2 ` t�1;�2 ` AAgain �;� denote multisets of formulas. Note also that weakening is notallowed, i.e � ` A does not imply �;� ` A.Lemma: The N.D system has the following properties:5



1. If �1 ` A and A;�2 ` B then �1;�2 ` B2. If �1; A ` B and �2 `� B then �1;�2 `� A (but from �1; A ` B and�2; A `� B does not follow that �1;�2 `� A!)3. If � ` A then � `�� A4. If �; A ` B then �;� B `� ADe�nition: Let A1; : : : ; An ) B1; : : : ; Bm be a sequent. An interpretationof it is any single-conclusion sequent of one of the following forms:A1; : : : ; An;� B1; : : : ;� Bi�1;� Bi+1; : : :� Bm ` Bi (1 � i � m)A; : : : ; Ai�1; Ai+1; : : : ; An;� B1; : : : ;� Bm `� Ai (1 � i � n)Theorem: �) � is provable in the Gentzen-type system i� any interpre-tation of it is provable in the N.D system. Moreover, � `LLKl A i� there is aproof of A from � in this N.D. system.We leave the proof of both the last theorem and the lemma above to thereader.2.3 Hilbert systems and deduction theorems for the inten-sional fragmentThere is a standard method for obtaining from a given pure N.D. formalisman equivalent Hilbert-type system with M:P as the only rule of inference: 5One needs �rst to introduce some purely implicational axioms which su�cefor proving an appropriate deduction theorem. The second step is then toreplace the various rules by axioms in the obvious way. For example, a ruleof the form: [A1;1; A1;2] [A2]B1 B2 B3Cwill be translated into the axiom:(A1;1 ! (A1;2 ! B1))! ((A2 ! B2)! (B3 ! C)))Obviously the �rst part of this procedure is the more di�cult one. This isespecially true when a non-standard logic is treated. Accordingly, we startby formulating some intuitive versions of the deduction theorem: 6Classical-intuitionistic: There is a proof of A ! B from the set � i�there is a proof of B from � [ fAg.RMI!: There is a proof ofA! B from the set � which uses all the formulasin � i� there is a proof of B from � [ fAg which uses all formulas in� [ fAg.5See e.g. [Ho], pp. 326The names R! and RMI! below are taken from [AB] and [Av1].6



R! (Implicational fragment of R): There is a proof of A! B from themultiset � in which every (occurrence of) formula in � is used at leastonce i� there is such a proof of B from the multiset �; A.HL! (Implicational fragment of Linear logic): There is a proof ofA!B from the multiset � in which every formula of � is used exactly oncei� there is such a proof of B from the multiset �; A.As we said above, these are intuitive formulations. They involved ref-erences to \the number of times (an occurrence of) a formula is used in agiven proof". This notion can be made precise, but it easier (and more illu-minating) to take the di�erent versions as referring to stricter and stricternotions of a \proof".In the following assume Hilbert-type systems with M.P as the only ruleof inference:A Classical (or intuitionistic) proof is a sequence (or directed graph)of formulas such that each formula in it is either an axiom of the system, or an assumption, or follows from previous ones by M.P..A S-strict (M-strict) proof is a classical proof in which every (occur-rence of a) formula other than the last is used at least once as a premissof M.P..A linear proof is a classical proof in which every occurrence of formulaother than the last is used exactly once as a premiss of M.P..Examples:� A classical but not strict proof of A from fA;Bg:1. B (ass.).2. A (ass.).� S-strict proof which is not M-strict:1. A (ass.).2. A (ass.).3. A! A (axiom) 74. A (f1; 2g; f3g, M.P.).� A M-strict proof which is not linear:1. A (ass.)2. A! B (ass.)7A ` A according to all notions of proof. Hence A! A should be a theorem accordingto all the versions of the deduction theorem.7



3. A! (B ! C) (ass.)4. B (1,2, M.P.)5. B ! C (1,3, M.P.)6. C (4,5, M.P.)� A linear proof of C from A! B; B ! C; A:1. A! B (ass.)2. B ! C (ass.)3. A (ass.)4. B (1,3 M.P.)5. C (2,4 M.P.)� A linear proof of A from fA,Bg in classical logic:1. A! (B ! A) (axiom)2. A (ass.)3. B ! A (1,2 M.P.)4. B (ass.)5. A (3,4 M.P.)De�nition: We say that B is classically (M-strictly, S-strictly, linearly)provable from A1 : : : ; An i� there is a classical (M-strict, S-strict, linear)proof in which B is the last formula and A1; : : : ; An are (exactly) the as-sumptions.Alternatively, these consequence relations may be characterized as fol-lows:Classical-intuitionistic:1. � ` A whenever A is an axiom or A 2 �.2. If �1 ` A ! B and �2 ` A then �1 [ �2 ` B (here �;�1;�2 aresets of formulas).S-strict:1. fAg ` A.2. ; ` A if A is an axiom.3. If �1 ` A! B and �2 ` A then �1 [ �2 ` B.M-strict:1. A ` A.2. ; ` A if A is an axiom. 8



3. If �1 ` A ! B, �2 ` A and � is a contraction of �1;�2 then� ` B. (Here �1;�2;� are multisets)Linear:1. A ` A.2. ; ` A if A is an axiom.3. If �1 ` A ! B, �2 ` A then �1;�2 ` B (Again �1;�2 aremultisets).The last example above indicates that with enough axioms, every clas-sical proof can be converted into a linear one. What is really importantconcerning each notion of a proof is (therefore) to �nd a minimal system forwhich the corresponding deduction theorem obtains (with the obvious cor-respondence between the various notions of a proof and the various notionsof the deduction theorem). Accordingly we de�ne:H! (Intuitionistic Implicational calculus): The minimal system for whichthe classical deduction theorem obtains. It corresponds to the notionof a classical proof.RMI! (Dunn-McColl): The minimal system corresponding to S-strictproofs (i.e. it is the minimal system for which there is a S-strict proofof A! B from � i� there is a S-strict proof of B from � [ fAg.)R! (Church): The minimal system corresponding to M-strict proofs.HL!: The minimal system corresponding to linear proofs.The �rst example shows that A ! (B ! A) should be a theorem ofH!, the second that A ! (A ! A) should be a theorem of RMI!,the third that (A ! (B ! C)) ! ((A ! B) ! (A ! C)) should bea theorem of R!, the forth that (A ! B) ! (B ! C) ! (A ! C)should be a theorem of HL!. It is also possible to show, using Gentzen-type formulations, that 6`RMI! A ! (B ! A), 6`R! A ! (A ! A) and6`HL! A! (B ! C)! (A! B)! (A! C).Our next step is to present formal systems for these four logics. In all ofthem M.P. is the only rule of inference:HL! (linear):I. A! A (reexivity)B. (B ! C)! ((A! B)! (A! C)) (transitivity)C. (A! (B ! C))! (B ! (A! C)) (permutation)R! (M-strict): I., B., C., and either of:S. (A! (B ! C))! ((A! B)! (A! C))W. (A! (A! B))! (A! B) (contraction)9



RMI! (S-strict): Replace axiom I: of R! by:Mingle. A! (A! A)H! (intuitionistic): Replace axiom I: of R! by:K. A! (B ! A) (weakening)or just take K. and S. as axioms.The proofs that these systems really are the minimal systems required areall similar and not very di�cult. For the case of R! and RMI! they es-sentially can be found in [AB] or [Du]. 8 The deduction-theorem partsare provable by induction on the length of the various types of proof. Theminimality- by providing a proof of the needed type of B from A1; : : : ; Anwhenever an axiom has the form A1 ! (A2 ! : : :! (An ! B) : : :). (Someof these proofs were given in the examples above).Note. The names I; B; C; S;W and K are taken from combinatory logic. Itis well known that H! corresponds to the typed �-calculus (which in turn,can be de�ned in terms of the combinators K and S) while R! correspondsto the typed �I-calculus. HL! may be described as corresponding to \Lin-ear �-calculus", based on the combinators I; B and C. It is not di�cult alsoto directly translate the notion of a \Linear proof" into a correspondingnotion of a \Linear �-term".Once we have the systemHL! at our disposal we can produce a Hilbert-type formulation of the intensional fragment of Linear logic exactly as de-scribed above. All we have to do is to add to HL! the axioms:N1 (A!� B)! (B !� A)N2 �� A! A�1 A! (B ! A �B)�2 (A �B ! C)! (A! (B ! C)t1 tt2 t! (A! A)We call the system which corresponds to the f!;�; �;+g fragment of Linearlogic HLm. It can be axiomatized by adding N1 and N2 to HL!. �1 and�2 are derivable in the resulting system if we de�ne A �B as � (A!� B).Alternatively we can (conservatively) add [�1] and [�2] to HLm and provethat A �B is equivalent to � (A!� B) in the resulting system. As for +|it is de�nable in these systems as � A ! B, but it is di�cult to treatit independently of � in the N.D. and Hilbert-type contexts. (By this we8The notions of S-strict and M-strict proofs were not explicitly formulated there,though, but I believe that they provide the best interpretation of what is done there.10



mean that it is di�cult to characterize it by axioms and rules in which only+ and ! occurre). On the other hand t is not de�nable in HLm, but t1and t2 can conservatively be added to HLm to produce HLtm. (The otherintensional constant, f , is of course equivalent to � t). Once we have HLmand HLtm, it is easy to prove that A is a theorem of either i� it is derivablein the corresponding N:D: system. Moreover, using the characterizationsgiven to `LL and `LLKl in the previous section it is straightforward to prove:Theorem:1. Let � be a multiset of formulas in the language of HLm (HLtm). Then� `LLKl A i� there is a linear proof of A from � in HLm (HLtm), (inwhich � is exactly the multiset of assumptions).2. Let � be a set of formulas in the language of HLm (HLtm). Then� `LL A i� there is a classical proof of A from � in HLm (HLtm) inwhich � is the set of assumptions used. (This is equivalent to sayingthat � `HLm A in the usual sense).Note: The last theorem provides alternative characterizations for the exter-nal and internal consequence relations which correspond to the intensional(mulplicative) fragment of Linear Logic. While those which were given in 2.1are rather general, the one given here for the internal consequence relation ispeculiar to linear logic. As a matter of fact, one can de�ne a correspondingnotion of a linear consequence relation for every Hilbert-type system. Whatis remarkable here is that for the present fragment the linear and the inter-nal consequence relations are identical. (The internal consequence relationwas de�ned in 2.1 relative to gentzen-type systems. It can independently bede�ned also for Hilbert-type systems which have an appropriate implicationconnective).The intensional fragments of the Relevance logic R (R�! and Rt�!) areobtained from R�! exactly as the corresponding fragments of Linear logic areobtained from HL!. The corresponding (cut free) Gentzen-type formula-tions are obtained from those for Linear logic by adding the contraction rule(on both sides). All the facts that we have stated about the Linear systemsare true (and were essentially known long ago) also for these fragments ofR, provided we substitute \M-strict" for \Linear". Similarly, if we add toRMI! the axioms N1-N2 (and if desired also �1 and �2) we get RMI�!.This system corresponds to the Gentzen-type system in which also the con-verse of contraction is allowed, so the two sides of a sequent can be takenas sets of formulas. However, exactly as the addition of N1 and N2 to H!is not a conservative extension, so RMI�! is not a conservative extension ofRMI!. Moreover, the addition of t1 and t2 to RMI�! is not a conserva-tive extension of the latter either, so RMI t�! is signi�cantly stronger thanRMI�!. (For more details see, e.g., [Av3]).11



2.4 The extensional fragmentThe method of the previous section works nicely for the intensional (multi-plicative) fragment of Linear Logic. It cannot be applied as it is to the otherfragments, though. The problem is well known to relevant logicians and isbest exempli�ed by the extensional (additive) conjunction. If we follow theprocedure of the previous section we should add to HLm the following threeaxioms for ^:^ Elim1: A ^ B ! A^ Elim2: A ^ B ! B^ Int: A! (B ! A ^B)Once we do this, however, K becomes provable and we get the full e�ect ofweakening.The source of this problem is of course the impurity of the introductionrule for ^ in the N.D. system for Linear Logic. The side condition thereis not reected in ^ Int (and in fact, this axiom is not derivable in Linearlogic). The situation here resembles that concerning the introduction rulefor the 2 in Prawitz system for S4 (see [Pra]). The relevantists standardsolution is really very similar to the treatment of 2 in modal logic: Insteadof the axiom ^Int they �rst introduce a new rule of proof (besides M.P.):Adjunction (adj): A BA ^BThis rule su�ces for simulating an application of ^Int (in a N.D. proof)in which the common multiset of assumptions on which A and B dependsis empty. In order to simulate other cases as well it should be possible toderive a proof in the Hilbert system of A1 ! (: : : ! (An ! B ^ C) : : :)from proofs of A1 ! (: : : ! (An ! B) : : :) and A1 ! (: : : ! (An ! C).The last two formulas are equivalent to A ! B and A ! C respectively ,where A = A1 �A2 � : : :�An. With the help of the adjunction rule it su�cestherefore to add the following axiom (which is a theorem of Linear logic):^ Int': (A! B) ^ (A! C)! (A! B ^ C):Once we incorporate ^ we can introduce _ either as a de�ned connective orby some analogous axioms (see below). The extensional constants T and 0can then easily be introduced as well.The above procedure provides a Hibert-type systemHL with has exactlythe same theorems as the corresponding fragment of Linear Logic. More-over, it is not di�cult to prove also the following stronger result:Theorem: T `HL A (in the ordinary, classical sense) i� T `LL A. 99The various propositional constants are optional for this theorem. The use of t in everyparticular case can be replaced by the use of a theorem of the form: (A1 ! A1)^: : :^(An !An). 12



If we try to characterize also the internal consequence relation in termsof HL we run into a new di�culty: The natural extension of the notion ofa \Linear proof" (a notion which works so nicely and was so natural in theintensional case!) fails to apply (as it is) when the extensionals are added.Although it is possible to extend it in a less intuitive way, it is easier todirectly characterize a new \Linear consequence relation". For this we justneed to add one clause to the characterization which was given above forthe previous case:If � ` A and � ` B then � ` A ^B.Denote by `HLKl the resulting consequence relation. It is easy to prove thatthe deduction theorem for ! obtains relative to it and that it is in factequivalent to `LLKl .An example: (A ! B) ^ (A ! C) ! A ! (B ^ C) is a theorem oflinear logic. Hence by the linear deduction theorem we should have:(A! B) ^ (A! C); A `HLKl B ^ C:Below there is a proof of this fact. It is important to realize that this is nota linear proof according to the simple-minded concept of linearity which weuse for HL! and HLm, but it is a \linear proof" in the sense de�ned bythe above \linear consequence relation" of HL.1. (A! B) ^ (A! C) (ass.)2. A (ass.)3. (A! B) ^ (A! C)! (A! B) (axiom)4. A! B (1,3 M.p.)5. (A! B) ^ (A! C)! (A! C) (axiom)6. A! C (1,5 M.P.)7. B (2,4 M.P.)8. C (2,6 M.P.)9. B ^ C (7,8 Adj.)For the reader's convenience we display now:The full system HL.Axioms:1. A! A 13



2. (A! B)! ((B ! C)! (A! C))3. (A! (B ! C))! (B ! (A! C))4. �� A! A5. (A!� B)! (B !� A)6. A! (B ! A �B)7. A! (B ! C)! (A �B ! C)8. t9. t! (A! A)10. A! (� A! f)11. � f12. (A+B)! (� A! B)13. (� A! B)! (A+ B)14. A ^B ! A15. A ^B ! B16. (A! B) ^ (A! C)! (A! B ^ C)17. A! A _B18. B ! A _ C19. (A! C) ^ (B ! C)! (A _ B ! C)20. A! T21. 0! ARules:M.P.: A A! BBAdj: A BA ^BNotes: 14



1. HL was constructed here by imitating the way the principal relevancelogic R is presented in the relevantists work (see, e.g., [Du]). Therelation between these two systems can be summerized as follow:Linear logic + contraction = R without distribution. 102. Exactly as in �rst-order R, the Hilbert-type presentation of �rst-order linear logic is obtained from the propositional system by addingKleene's standard two axioms and two rules for the quanti�ers (See[Kl]).3 SemanticsWe start by reviewing some basic notions concerning algebraic semantics ofpropositional logics:De�nition: An Algebraic Structure D for a propositional logic L consistsof: 1. A set D of values.2. A subset TD of D of the \designated values".3. For each connective of L a corresponding operation on D.De�nition: Let AS be a set of algebraic structures for a logic L. De�ne:Weak completeness(ofL relative to AS): This means that `L A i� v(A) 2 TDfor every valuation v in any D2AS.(Finite) Strong Completeness: (of L relative to AS): This means that forevery (�nite) theory T and every sentence A, T `L A i� v(A) 2 TD forevery D2AS and every valuation v such that fv(B)jB 2 Tg � TD.Internal weak completeness: Suppose that instead of (or in addition to) TDeach D2AS is equipped with a partial order �D on D. Then L is internallyweakly complete (relative to this family of structures) if:A `L B i� v(A) �D v(B) for every v and D.Notes:� If `L has all the needed internal connectives 11 (as `lLL does) thenevery sequent � ` � is equivalent to one of the form A ` B.� It is important to note that the various notions of completeness dependon `L, the consequence relation which we take as corresponding to L.10The most known systems of relevance logic include as an axiom the distribution of^ over _. As a result they are undecidable (see [Ur]) and lack cut-free Gentzen-typeformulation.11See [Av2] for the meaning of this. 15



We next introduce the basic algebraic structures which correspond toLinear Logic:De�nition: Basic relevant disjunction structures are structures D=< D;�;�;+ > s.t.:1. < D;�> is a poset.2. � is an involution on < D;�>.123. + is an associative, commutative and order-preserving operation on< D;�>.De�nition: Basic relevant disjunction structures with truth subset 13 arestructures < D; TD > s.t.:1. D is a basic relevant disjunction structure.2. TD � D.3. a 2 TD; a � b) b 2 TD.4. a � b i� � a+ b 2 TD.Let HLm be the pure intentional (or \multiplicative") fragment of HL(�;!;+; �). The correspondence between HLm and the above structuresis given by the following:Strong completeness theorem: HLm is strongly complete relative to ba-sic relevant disjunction structures with truth subset (where the designatedvalues are the elements of the truth subset).This is true for the external (pure) C.R.. For the internal one we havethe following easy corollary:Weak internal completeness theorem: A `lLL B i� v(A) � v(B) forevery valuation v in the above structures. Hence the linear consequencerelation is internally complete relative to the above structures.Outline of the proof of strong completeness: For the less easy part,de�ne the Lindenbaum algebra of a HLm-theory T as follows: Let A � B i�T `HLm A! B and T `HLm B ! A. This is a congruence relation. 14 De-note by [A] the equivalence class ofA. LetD be the set of equivalence classes.De�ne: [A] � [B] i� T `HLm A! B, � [A] = [� A]; [A] + [B] = [A + B].12This means that for all a; b: a =�� a; a � b)� b �� a.13These structures were �rst introduce in [Av3].14If we consider only the implicational fragment then HL! is a minimal logic for whichthis is the case! 16



These are all well de�ned. The resulting structure is a basic relevant dis-junction structure with a truth subset: TD = f[A]jT `HLm Ag. By de�ningv(A) = [A] we get a valuation for which exactly the theorems of T get des-ignated values.The following proposition provides an alternative characterization of theabove structures:Proposition:15 Let < D;�;�;+ > be a basic relevance structure . Thefollowing are necessary and su�cient conditions for the existence of a truth-subset of D:D.S. a � b+ c)� b �� a+ cR.A. a+ � (� b+ b) � aMoreover, if a truth-subset exists it is uniquely de�ned by:TD = faj � a+ a � ag:(R.A) is not a convenient condition from an algebraic point of view. For-tunately we have:Proposition: Each of the following two conditions implies (R.A) in ev-ery basic relevant disjunction structure in which D.S. is satis�ed:1. Idempotency of + : 8a a+ a = a.2. Existence of an identity element f for + (8a a+ f = a).In the second case we have: TD = faja � tg where t =� f .Implicitly, Girard has chosen the second possibility. So did before himmost of the relevantists. 16 Accordingly we de�ne:De�nition: Relevant disjunction monoids are relevant disjunction struc-tures which satisfy (D.S.) and in which + has an identity element.It is easy now to formulate and prove completeness theorems as abovefor the full intensional fragment of Linear Logic (including the propositionalconstants) relative to relevant disjunction monoids. Since this fragment isa strongly conservative extension of that treated above, these completenessresults will hold also for the more restricted fragment. It is worth notingalso that in relevant disjunction monoids condition (D.S.) is equivalent to:a � b iff t �� a+ b15This proposition as well as the next one are again taken from [Av3].16Compare Dunn`s work on the algebraic semantics of R and other relevance systems.For more information and references|see [Du] or [AB].17



In order to get a similar characterization for the full propositional frag-ment of Linear logic we have to deal with Lattices rather than just posets.The operations of g.l.b and l.u.b provide then an obvious interpretation forthe extensional (\additive") connectives _ and ^. All other de�nitions andconditions remain the same. (This is a standard procedure in a semanti-cal research on relevance logics). Completeness theorems analogous to thosepresented above can then be formulated and similarly proved. (If we wish toincorporate also Girard's > and 0 then the lattices should include maximaland minimal elements.)Again, the standard way of characterizing linear predicate calculus is towork with complete rather than ordinary lattices. We can then de�ne :v(8x'(x)) = inffv('(a))ja 2 �gv(9x'(x)) = supfv('(a))ja 2 �g(Where � is the domain of quanti�cation).From now on it will be more convenient to take � instead of + as primitiveand to reformulate the varios de�nitions accordingly. (The two operationsare de�nable from one another by DeMorgan's connections). Our last obser-vation leads us accordingly to consider the following structures (which willbe shown to be equivalent to Girard's \phase spaces"):Girard structures: These are structures < D;�;�; � > s.t:1. < D;�> is a complete lattice.2. � is an involution on < D;�>.3. � is a commutative, associative, order-preserving operation on D withan identity element t.4. a � b i� a� � b � f (f =� t).Note: If we demand: a � a � a we get Dunn`s algebraic semantic for QR.The embedding theorem: Let D=< D;�;�; �; t > be a basic relevantdisjunction structure with identity t such that faja � tg is a truth-subset.(The last condition is equivalent here to (D.S.) or to (4.) above). Then Dcan be embedded in a Girard structure so that existing in�ma and supremaof subsets of D are preserved.Corollaries:1. The various propositional fragments of HL are strongly complete forGirard structures.2. The various fragments of Linear Predicate calculus are strongly con-servative extensions of each other.(e,g: in case A and all sentences ofT are in the language of HLm then T `HLm A i� T `HL A).18



3. Linear predicate calculus is strongly complete relative to Girard struc-tures. (The embedding theorem is essential in this case since the directconstruction of the Lindenbaum Algebra contains all the necessary infand sup, but is not yet complete!)The proof of the embedding theorem, as well as the proof of the equiv-alence of the notions of \Girard structures" and the \phase semantics" ofGirard, depend on some general principles from the theory of complete lat-tices (see the relevant chapter in Birkho�`s book: \Lattice theory"):De�nition: Let I be a set. C : P (I) ! P (I) is a closure operation onP (I) if:1. X � C(X)2. C(C(X))� C(X)3. X � Y ) C(X) � C(Y )X is called closed if C(X) = X . (Obviously, X is closed i� X = C(Y ) forsome Y).Theorem: For I; C as above the set of closed subsets of I is a completelattice under the � order. Moreover, we have:inffAjg =\j AjsupfAjg = C([j Aj)Standard embeddings: Let C be a closure operation on I such thatC(fxg 6= C(fyg) whenever x 6= y. Then x ! C(fxg) is the standard em-bedding of I in the resulting complete lattice of closed subsets.In case I is a structure with, say, an operation � we usually extend it tothis complete Lattice by de�ningX � Y = C(XY )where XY = fx � yjx 2 X; y 2 Y g.The most usual way of obtaining closure operations is given in the following:De�nition: (\Galois connections"): LetR be a binary relation on I ,X � I .De�ne: X� = fy 2 I j8x 2 X xRygX+ = fx 2 I j8y 2 X xRygLemma: 19



1. X � Y ) Y � � X�; Y + � X+2. X � X�+; Y � Y +�; X�+� = X�; Y +�+ = Y +3. �+ and +� are closure operations on P (I).An example: Take R to be �, where < I;�> is a poset, and take C to be�+. We get (for X � I; x 2 I):X�=set of upper bounds of XX+=set of lower bounds of XC(fxg) = fxg�+ = fyjy � xg.It is easy to check then that x ! fxg�+ is an embedding of (I;�) in thecomplete lattice of closed subsets of I . This embedding preserves all existingsuprema and in�ma of subsets of I . (I is dense, in fact, in this lattice.)Moreover, if � is an involution on < I;�> then by de�ning:� X = f� yj y 2 X�gwe get an involution on this complete lattice which is an extension of theoriginal involution.Proof of the embedding theorem: It is straightforward to check thatthe combination of the constructions described in the last example with thestandard way to extend � which was described above (applied to relevantdisjunction structures with identity) su�ces for the embedding theorem.Another use of the method of Galois connections is the following:Girard`s construction (The \phase semantics"): We start with atriple < P; �;?>, where P is a set (the set of \phases",) ?� P and � is anassociative, commutative operation on P with an identity element. De�ne:xRy �df x � y 2?then X� = X+ = fyj8x 2 X x � y 2?g =df X?:It follows that X ! X?? is a closure operation. The closed subsets (X =X??) are called by Girard \Facts". By the general result cited above theyform a complete lattice. De�ne on it:� X = X?X � Y = (XY )??what Girard does in ch.1 of [Gi] is, essentially, to prove the following:Characterization theorem: The construction above provides a Girard`sstructure. Conversely, any Girard structure is isomorphic to a structure20



constructed as above (since by starting with a given Girard`s structure, andtaking ? to be fxjx � fg, the above construction returns an isomorphicGirard`s structure).Corollary: HL is strongly complete relative to the \phase semantics" ofGirard.Notes:1. In the original paper Girard is proving only weak completeness ofLinear logic relative to this \phase semantics".2. It can be checked that Girard's construction works even if originally wedo not have an identity element, provided we use a subset ? with theproperty ??? = ? (the existence of an identity element guaranteesthis for every potential ?).Summary: Points in Girard structures and \facts" in \phase spaces" aretwo equivalent notions.4 The modal operators4.1 Proof theoryIn this section we examine how the modal operators of Girard can be treatedin the above framework. It is enough to consider only the 2, since theother operator is de�nable in terms of 2 and �. Starting with the proof-theoretic part, we list in the following the rules and axioms that should beadded to the various formal systems. It is not di�cult then to extend theformer proof-theoretic equivalence results to the resulting systems. (Againthe Gentzen-type rules were given already in [Gi] in a di�erent form).Gentzen-type rules: � ` �2A;� ` � 2A;2A;� ` �2A;� ` �A;� ` �2A;� ` � 2A1; : : : ;2An ` B2A1; : : : ;2An ` 2BHere the second pair of rules is exactly as in the standard Gentzen-typepresentation of S4, while the �rst pair allows the left-hand structuralrules to be applied to boxed formulas.N.D. rules: Essentially, we need to add here Prawitz' two rules for S4:2AA A2A(�)(where, as in [Pra], for the 2-introduction rule we have the side con-dition that all formulas on which A depends are boxed). In addition,21



the rules for the other connectives should be classically re-interpreted(or formulated) as far as boxed formulas are concerned. Thus, e.g,the multisets of assumptions on which A and B depends in the ^-introduction rule should be the same only up to boxed formulas, whilefor negation and implication we have:[2A]B2A! B [2A] [2A]B � B� 2AWhere the interpretation of these rules are in this case exactly as inclassical logic. (It su�ces, in fact, to add, besides the basic 2-rules,only the boxed version of! Int to make all other additions derivable).HL2|the Hilbert-type system: we add to HL:K2: B ! (2A! B)W2: (2A! (2A! B))! (2A! B)2K: 2(A! B)! (2A! 2B)2T1 2A! A24: 2A! 22ANec: A2AAgain we see that the added axioms and rules for the Hilbert-type systemnaturally divided into two: the �rst two axioms are instances of the schemesthat one needs to add to the implicational fragment of Linear Logic in orderto get the corresponding fragment of the intuitionistic calculus. The otheraxioms and rules are exactly what one adds to classical propositional calcu-lus in order to get the modal S4. The main property of the resulting systemis given in the following:Modal deduction theorem: For every theory T and formulas A;B wehave: T;A `HL2 B i� T `HL2 2A! BThe same is true for all the systems which are obtained from the variousfragments studied above by the addition of the above axioms and rule forthe 2.The proof of this theorem is by a standard induction. It is also easily seenthat except for W2 the provability of the other axioms and the derivabilityof 2A from A are all consequences of the modal deduction theorem.Notes:1. It is important again to emphasize that the last theorem is true forthe external consequence relation.22



2. The deduction theorem for HL2 is identical to the deduction theoremfor the pure consequence relation de�ned by S4 (in which Nec is takenas a rule of derivation, not only as a rule of proof). 17 S4 may becharacterized as the minimal modal system for which this deductiontheorem obtains. 184.2 SemanticsFrom an algebraic point of view the most natural way to extend a Girardstructure (and also the other structures which were considered in the pre-vious section) in order to get a semantics for the modal operators is to addto the structure an operation B, corresponding to the 2, with the neededproperties. Accordingly we de�ne:De�nition: A modal Girard structure is a Girard structure equipped withan operation B having the following properties:1. B(t) = t2. B(x) � x3. B(B(x)) = B(x)4. B(x) �B(y) = B(x ^ y)Lemma: In every modal Girard structure we have:1. B(a) � t2. B(a) � b! b3. B(a) � b � b4. B(a) �B(a) = B(a)5. a � b) B(a) � B(b)6. a � t) B(a) = t7. If B(a) � b then B(a) � B(b)8. If a1 � a2 � : : : � an � b then B(a1) �B(a2) � : : : �B(an) � B(b).Proof1. B(a) = B(a) � t = B(a) �B(t) = B(a ^ t) � a ^ t � t2. Immediate from 1.17This consequence relation corresponds to validity in Kripke models. See [Av2].18This modal deduction theorem was independently used by the author as the main toolfor implementing S4 in the Edinburgh LF|see [AM].23



3. Equivalent to 2.4. B(a) �B(a) = B(a ^ a) = B(a).5. a � b) a = a ^ b and so:a � b) B(a) = B(a) �B(b) � B(b) (by 3.)6. Immediate from 5. and 1.7. B(a) � b) B(a) = B(B(a)) � B(b) (by 5.)8. since B(a) � a, we have that B(a1) �B(a2) � : : :�B(an) � b whenevera1 � a2 � : : :� an � b. But B(a1) �B(a2) � : : :B(an) = B(a1 ^ : : :^ an).Hence 8. Follows from 7.Theorem: HL2 is sound and strongly complete relative to modal Girardstructures.Proof: The soundness follows immediately from the previous lemma. Theproof of completeness is similar to the previous ones. The only extra stepneeded is to show that we can extend the operation B (de�ned from the 2)of the Lindenbaum Algebra LA to the completion of this algebra. This isdone by de�ning: B0(x0) = supfB(x)jx � x0 jx 2 LAgUsing the fact that in Girard structures � distributes over sup, it is notdi�cult to show that B0 is an operation as required. (The fact is needed forestablishing that B0(a) �B0(b) = B0(a^ b). It was used also in [Gi] for quitesimilar purposes).Corollary: HL2 is a strongly conservative extension of HL.Proof: Let A be a sentence in the Language of HL, and let T be a the-ory in this Language. Suppose T 6`HL A. We show that T 6`HL2 A. Thecompleteness theorem forHL provides us with a Girard structures and a val-uation in it for which all the theorems of T are true and A is false. To showthat T 6`HL2 A it is enough therefore to turn this Girard structure into amodal one. That this can always be done is the content of the next theorem.Theorem: In every Girard structure we can de�ne at least one operator Bwhich makes it modal.Proof: De�ne: B(a) = supfx � a ^ tjx � x = xg. The theorem is aconsequence of the following facts:1. B(a) � a2. B(a) � t 24



3. B(t) = t4. B(a) �B(b) � B(a)5. B(a) �B(b) � a ^ b^ t6. B(a) �B(b) � B(a ^ b)7. B(a) �B(a) = B(a)8. B(B(a)) = B(a)9. B(a) �B(b) � B(a ^ b)10. B(a) �B(b) = B(a ^ b)(1)-(3) are immediate from the de�nition of B. It follows that B(a)�B(b) �B(a) � t = B(a). Hence (4). (5) follows then from (1) and (2). (7) isimmediate from (6) and (4), while (8) follows from (7),(2) and the de�nitionof B(B(a)). (10) is just a combination of (6) an (9). It remains therefore toprove (6) and (9).Proof of (6): suppose that z � (a^ b)^ t and z � z = z. Then z � B(a)and z � B(b) by de�nition of B(a); B(b). Hence z = z � z � B(a) � B(b).This is true for every such z and so B(a ^ b) � B(a) �B(b) by de�nition ofB(a ^ b).Proof of (9): By (7) (B(a) � B(b)) � (B(a) �B(b)) = B(a) � B(b): This,(5) and the de�nition of B(a ^ b) imply (9).The last construction is a special case of a more general construction.This general construction is strong enough for obtaining any possible modaloperation, and is, in fact, what Girard is using in [Gi] for providing a seman-tics for the modal operators. The construction is described in the followingtheorem, the proof of which we leave to the reader:Theorem: Suppose G is a Girard structure and suppose that F is a subsetof G which has the following properties:1. F is closed under arbitrary sup.2. F is closed under �.3. x � x = x for every x 2 F .4. t is the maximal element of F .Then B(a) =Df supfx 2 F jx � ag is a modal operation on G.Conversely, if B is a modal operation on G then the set F = fx 2 Gjx =B(x)g has the above properties and for every a: B(a) = supfx 2 F jx � ag.In [Gi] Girard (essentially) de�nes topolinear spaces to be Girard struc-ture together with a subset F having the above properties. Only he has25
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